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Abstract
Reliability for businesses begins with management and how they communicate the need for a
failure free environment to mobilize actions to preserve operable systems and processes. The need for
reliability considers cost of alternatives to prevent or mitigate failures, which require knowledge about
times to failure, and failure modes which are found by reliability technology. Justifications for
reliability improvements require knowing: 1) when things fail, 2) how things fail, and 3) conversions
of failures into time and money. Reliability engineering principles help define when and how things
fail to provide facts for life cycle costs comparisons. This helps decide the lowest long-term cost of
ownership driven by a single estimator called net present value for converting hardware issues and
alternatives into money issues. Several short examples illustrate the methodology.

Reliability
Processes, components, equipment, systems, and people are not perfect and not free from
failures. In a naïve, simplistic, and deterministic view, we can have perfection with perfect reliability.
In the real world we fall short of perfection (perfection exists only in a fantasy world). Everything
fails either because of events or from aging deteriorations. A natural law of entropy expresses the
lowest energy state as a failure—buildings always fall down, they never fall up which means we must
continually maintain processes and equipment to prevent disorder and failures. This requires spending
time and resources to mitigating failure effects as nothing lasts forever.
Reliability is the probability that a component, system, or process will function without
failure for a specified length of time when operated correctly under specified conditions.
Reliability engineering is a strategic task concerned with predicting and avoiding failures. For
quantifying reliability issues it is important to know why, how, how often, and costs of failures.
Reliability issues are bound to the physics of failure mechanisms so the failure mechanisms can
be mitigated. In the real world all potential failures are seldom well known or well understood
which makes failure prediction a probabilistic issue for reliability analysis.
Reliability is not the same as availability although both are described as a value between 0
and 1. Availability tells the percent of time the system is alive and ready for use if called upon,
and stream factors define the actual online times as a percentage of up time. Reliability addresses
the probability for a failure free interval under specific conditions. Reliability is the sweet
absence of failures. Unreliability is the sour presence of failures which cost money.
Risk assessment models connect money with failures in a simple equation:
$Risk = (probability of failure during a specified time interval and under specific
conditions)*($Consequence of the failure event). $Risks always exist, and they are never zero.
How much $Risk is affordable becomes a business issue. If the business organization is risk
averse, then perhaps $Risk values must be less than say $10,000, or if risk accepting, then less
than say $100,000. Set the actual $Risk value as a business decision rather than “backing into it”
by failure to make a decision. Society expects planning for success and rejection of abnormal
$Risks. In the end, reliability is all about money for industrial businesses.
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What does your reliability policy say?
Management presents important issues to the organization with policy statements. Policies
define specific areas of concern and indicate the desired outcome. Policies increase decisiveness
by removing uncertainty about action required to meet the objective. Policy statements
communicate information to the staff in general terms for detailed implementation by procedures
in a consistent fashion through individual acceptance and individual commitment. Good policies
reduce the potential for bad events such as inefficiency, counter productivity, inappropriate risk
taking, and conflicts over requirements so that nothing is implemented because of the void.
Modern organizations have safety policies, quality policies, and environmental policies.
These existing policies have clear and simple statements calling for zero lost time injuries, zero
shipments of defective products, and zero environmental releases—these are reliability statements
in specific areas where they indicate the absence of failures. Reliability issues for processes and
equipment also need a clear and concise policy statement to avoid fuzzy interpretations.
For your policy, can you consider saying: We will build and maintain an economical and
failure free process which will operate for 5 years between planned outages. Management
must set the reliability policy (the general directive for what is intended). Policy drives
procedures (step-by-step instructions for implementing policies). Procedures drive the rules
(statements to take or not take actions).
Reliability policies must integrate safety, quality, risk, and financial requirements for the
company to achieve the business objectives. Reliability policies must be understandable to the
common person and come from top levels of management for credibility, legitimacy, constancy
of purpose for improvements, and setting the organization to work for a common objective.
Management has a big role in reliability issues, which guide design of equipment and
continues through maintenance of equipment and systems. Management must address the issues
and state the general requirements so everyone understands. The issue of reliability is to provide
a failure free environment for the process while expecting loss of components and equipment.
Management must think in terms of a chess game strategy—pawns will be lost (pumps, valves,
instrumentation), but don’t loose the king, which is the process including pressure integrity and
product delivery system protecting human safety and environmental situations.
Management must also set an environment so everyone knows the cost for failures—it can’t
be a secret for those that need to make financial decisions and procedures must be established to
communicate the costs of assumed values or calculated values for communicating to the
organization the high cost of certain failures. The fact that a human life is priceless does not
compute but society allows certain risks, which then allow calculated values for communication
purposes, as time/costs is the language of commerce, decisions, and action. Examples could be:

Assumed values•
•
•
•
•
•

Spill loss of 1 gallon of undesirable fluids = $500
Spill loss of 100 gallons of undesirable fluids = $3,000
Spill loss of 1,000 gallons of undesirable fluids = $250,000
Spill loss of 10,000 gallons of undesirable fluids = $1,900,000
Spill loss of 100,000 gallons of undesirable fluids = $20,000,000
Violation of Clean Waters Act provides civil penalties of $25,000/day or $1,000/bbl
of spilled material or $3,000/bbl for “gross negligence”.

Calculated values •

•

Accidental death of one person at (probability of failure=10-4) = $2,500,000,
multiply by 4 for disablement
Accidental death of 10 people at (pof=10-6) = $250,000,000, ditto for disablement

Assumed values only for communication purposes•

Other items to provide guidelines for failure events or failure avoidance including
lists of applicable specifications and regulations for compliance audits.
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•

If the events occur in a sensitive area increase the cost by a factor of 5, if the events
occur in a benign environment, reduce the cost by a factor of 5.
Please note: These numbers are quantified merely to convert humanitarian and violation issues
into money (the language of business) so business trade-off decisions can be made, and the values
are not intended to be guidance values for lawyers, nor do they represent callous viewpoints
about the value of human life.
The point for inclusion of failure details into the procedures is to convert failure issues into
money as a guideline for the organization to think about tradeoffs so everyone can react in a
logical fashion to make honest and unemotional decisions concerning reliability matters. The
probability of failure for one person at 10-4 (Taylor 1994) is the same as reliability = 0.9999 and
10-6 is reliability = 0.999999. Reliability values for discussions about humans are more palatable
and less emotional than probabilities for human failure! Also note the $Risks for humans is at a
lower allowed value than $Risk for other typical business events.

Reliability Models
Reliability engineers discuss issues with reliability and availability models with a challenge,
which is balanced against a capacity for handling the challenge of adverse conditions (Modarres
1999). Some systems and processes have a specific inherent capacity to handle challenges. In
general, when the challenge is less than the capacity we have success; and when not, then we
have failure. The failure mechanisms are physical processes attacking the models.
Typical reliability models are:
Stress-Strength models where stress represents aggregation of challenges and external
conditions, and strength represents the variability of conditions affecting the capacity of system to
repel the challengers attempting to cause failure.
Damage-Endurance models are similar to stress-strength models but the stress causes
damages that are irreversible and cumulative such as corrosion, wear, embrittlement, and fatigue.
Failure occurs when the cumulative damage exceeds the capacity of the component or system
capacity to cope with the insults.
Challenge-Response models are conditions where components or systems fail but the failure
is not identified until a challenge occurs due to a critical event, as compared to typical situations
such as those that occur from the passage of time/cycles, etc.
Tolerance-Requirements models have failures only when the performance characteristics fall
outside of some predetermined fixed limits and gradual degradation occurs based on use or time.
Mechanical failure mechanisms are physical processes, which lead to or result from some
sort of stress (think of stress is general terms). The three broad classes are:
Stress-induced failure mechanisms are the cause or result of permanent or temporary stresses and
are categorized by brittle fracture, buckling, yield, impact, ductile fracture, or elastic deformation.
Strength-reduced failure mechanisms lead directly or indirectly to failure and are
categorized by wear, corrosion, cracking, diffusion, creep, radiation damage, or fretting.
Stress-increased failure mechanisms have a direct effect on increasing the applied stress and
are categorized by fatigue, radiation, thermal-shock, impact, and fretting.
Electrical failure mechanisms are often more complicated than the typical mechanical system
because of device and the packages in which they reside. Thus electrical/electronic failure
mechanisms are often divided into three broad classes:
Electrical stress mechanisms result from voltage levels that damage devices or degrade
electrical/electronic characteristics and are categorized by human error, uncontrolled currents,
uncontrolled voltages, localized heating/melting, and latent damage, resulting in later failures.
Intrinsic failure mechanisms are related to the electrical/electronic element and categorized
by electrically active layers in semiconductor chips, infant mortality problems built into the
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devices by manufacturing/design problems, gate oxide breakdown, ionic contamination, surface
charge spreading, and hot electrons.
Extrinsic failure mechanisms are external failure mechanisms stemming from device
problems and problems with interconnections and undesirable environmental conditions.
Each failure mechanism can be accelerated in the field by unexpected combinations of
events. The events are often triggered by a situation acting as a catalyst for failure.
The age-old technique for coping with these challenge events has been to make the
components, systems, and processes very strong and keep the loads very low. For example,
Roman bridges built for horses and chariots now carry heavy trucks with great success.
Another method of mitigating failures is by maintenance engineering techniques, however,
maintenance cannot restore strengths in original designs which never existed. Thus direct
replacement maintenance efforts cannot improve inherent reliability, but only restore to the
original values—however, upgrade replacements can provide greater capacity.

Reliability Engineering vs. Maintenance Engineering
Reliability engineering is concerned with the strategic task of predicting and avoiding
failures. Maintenance engineering is concerned with quickly restoring failures to an operating
condition as a tactical task.
A current management fad is to take a maintenance mentality organization and change job
titles to include the word reliability. This provides style but no substance, as tools and
approaches for reliability and maintenance are different as night and day. Then management
wonders why the new “reliability” organization continues to function as before when the
maintenance approach was fast repairs, which were considered the key to success as dictated by a
maintenance organization.
Both reliability engineering and maintenance engineering have roots in each others territory
and thus must know about each others roles, responsibilities, and tools Consider this analogy
observed in most local fire departments: reliability is to the fire marshal as maintenance is to fire
fighters. Reliability technology predicts failures and with the use of longer-range tools reduces
the cost of failures.
Preventing failures costs money for equipment, procedures, and nurturing of the system.
Repairing failures costs money. Thus both reliability and maintenance activities are ruled by
money just as improvement decisions are always about money and alternatives. Improvement
projects require engineering details converted into costs for yearly time buckets so as to correctly
define cash outflows. Many companies use 10-year to 20-year intervals for study periods.
Engineering is responsible for defining when failures will occur so they can be priced in net
present value (NPV) worksheets. This relies on predictions from reliability engineers for the
mode of failure also provides information about failure severity. The cost of failures must also
include gross margin losses from production outages and cutbacks (when appropriate)—this is
particularly true for continuous process operations when the production is “sold out”.

Reliability Engineering Tools
For reliability issues we talk about the sweet part—the absence of failures. We quantify
reliability issues by measuring the failures, which is the sour part. Failure of equipment and
processes always occur as a natural outgrowth from the laws of physics and changes in entropy of
the system. It is easy to kill equipment. It is very difficult to make equipment survive.
Table 1 shows a short list of reliability tools used for predicting failures and finding cost effective
alternatives. A successful reliability program requires detailed knowledge of the tools and how to
make them function in the industrial world. Notice the tools are directed at “fact based” issues rather
than “warm fuzzies”.
Table 1 starts with arithmetic for mean times to failure and grows to more complicated analysis.
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Table 1

Short List Of Reliability Engineering Principles Tools
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mean time between failures
indices
TPM and reliability principles
Preparing reliability data for
analysis
Decision trees merging reliability
and costs
Weibull, normal, & log-normal
probability plots
Corrective action for Weibull
failure
Models & Monte Carlo
simulations
Pareto distributions for vital
problems
Fault tree analysis
Design review
Load/strength interactions
Software reliability tools
Sudden death and simultaneous
testing
Failure recording, analysis and
corrective action
Failure mode effect analysis

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bathtub curves for modes of
failure
Availability, maintainability,
capability
Critical items significantly
affecting safety/costs
Quality function deployment
Mechanical components testing
for interactions
Electronic device screening and
de-rating
Quality function deployment
Reliability testing strategies
Accelerated testing
Contracting for reliability
Reliability growth models and
displays
Cost of unreliability
Reliability policies and
specifications
Reliability audits
Management’s role in reliability
improvements

The three regimes for equipment failure are: 1) infant mortality, 2) chance failures, and 3)
wear out failures, which are connected to failure rates. Human errors are usually chance failures.
Infant mortality and old age wear out failures are superimposed on chance failures to obtain
the typical bathtub failure curve where we typically think of chance failures having a lower
failure rate than either wear out failures or infant mortality failures. The idealized bathtub curve
is seldom observed for equipment—we have fewer pieces of equipment than we have human
failures (deaths) and all human deaths in civilized societies must be reported to government
agencies (mandatory reporting for equipment failures is not required).
The death of most equipment must be analyzed with Weibull analysis small samples using
(Abernethy 2000) for each failure mode, and software makes the analysis task easy (Fulton 2004). In
many cases a simple arithmetic technique of MTBF or MTTF is frequently used as a reliability
precursor mixtures of failure modes that occur.
Most reliability tools are practical engineering tools seldom studied in depth at most universities.
Usually the tools must be learned as supplements of continuing education either by home study or by
short courses—see the reading list (Barringer 2004 a).
A simple precursor of reliability is a criterion called mean time to failure for non-repairable
items and mean time between failures for repairable items. Consider the seal MTTF details in
Figure 1 showing the effects of a change in failure criteria caused by new regulations.
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This MTTF data from production, maintenance, and purchasing records

Remembe r: MTTF is a yardstick—not a micrometer!!
Refinery API Pump Life

Chemical Plant ANSI Pump Life
Seal
Number Number
Total Hours Number Seal
Failure
Of
Of
Of Seal MTTF
Of Pump
Year
Conditions
Rate
Unspared Spared
Operation Failures (yrs)
Pumps
Pumps
(fail/hr)

Number
Number Of Total Hours Number Seal
Of
Of Seal MTTF
Of Pump
Year
Spared
Unspared
Operation Failures (yrs)
Pumps
Pumps

Seal
Failure
Rate
(fail/hr)

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994

43.7E-6
No
41.9E-6 Emission
39.9E-6 Monitoring
37.8E-6
35.8E-6
56.3E-6
50.6E-6
42.6E-6
37.7E-6 Emission
29.7E-6 Monitoring

937
943
950
950
953
955
957
963
955
951

2996
2996
2998
3008
3012
3028
3036
3048
3038
3026

21,330,000
21,380,000
21,450,000
21,500,000
21,540,000
21,630,000
21,680,000
21,790,000
21,670,000
21,580,000

1083
937
1156
1127
1003
1689
1628
1581
1517
1487

2.25
2.60
2.12
2.18
2.45
1.46
1.52
1.57
1.63
1.66

50.8E-6
43.8E-6
53.9E-6
52.4E-6
46.6E-6
78.1E-6
75.1E-6
72.6E-6
70.0E-6
68.9E-6

No
Emission
Monitoring

Emission
Monitoring

313
313
313
310
305
295
290
280
270
265

1542
1542
1548
1560
1580
1580
1590
1598
1602
1610

Why the difference
in altitude?

C h e m ic a l P la n t A NS I P u m p S e a l L if e
4 .0 0

MTTF (yrs)

2 .5 0
2 .0 0
1 .5 0

Before
Emission
Monitoring

1 .0 0
0 .5 0
0 .0 0
1984

1986

1988

After
Emission
Monitoring
1990

1992

3 .5 0
3 .0 0
2 .5 0
2 .0 0
1 .5 0
1 .0 0
0 .5 0
0 .0 0
1984

1994

2.61
2.72
2.86
3.02
3.19
2.03
2.25
2.68
3.02
3.85

R e fi n e ry A P I P u m p S e a l L i fe

MTTF (yrs)

Note: Assume
spared pumps
run one-half
of the time for
determining the
number of
operating hours.

415
398
380
361
343
535
481
403
354
278

4 .0 0

3 .5 0
3 .0 0

9,500,000
9,500,000
9,520,000
9,550,000
9,590,000
9,500,000
9,500,000
9,450,000
9,380,000
9,370,000

Conditions

Before
Emission
Monitoring
1986

Ye a r

1988
1990
Ye ar

After
Emission
Monitoring
1992

1994

Figure 1: MTTF Before And After Regulatory Changes

The MTTF decline in Figure 1 results from a more severe criteria for failure. MTTF/MTBF
indicators help forecast the number of pump repairs expected during a time interval and thus help plan
maintenance demands on resources and costs.
Some systems are simple series models without redundancy as shown in Figure 2 where failure
of a single device causes the entire system to fail.

λ1

System Reliability

R1 = e (-λ1t)

λ2
R2 = e (-λ2t)

λ3
R3 = e (-λ3t)

λ T = Σλi = λ1 + λ 2 + λ 3
i=n

R= Π Ri= R1 * R2 * R3 = e (-λ Τt)
i=1

Many Components In Series Destroys Systems Reliability
1
N = 5 Elements in series
0.9
0.8
0.7
N = 10
0.6
0.5
N = 25
0.4
0.3
N = 50
0.2
N = 100
0.1
0
0.95
0.96
0.97
0.98
0.99
1
Individual Component Reliability

Figure 2: Simple Series System Reliability Model
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Other systems are more durable by use of redundancies as shown in Figure 3. Redundancy means
two or more devices providing backups to reduce system risks for failure.
Roverall = 1 - (1 - R1)*(1 - R2)*(1 - R3)*(….)

R1

Components In Parallel Improves Systems Reliability
1

R2

R3

Each element
must be able
to carry the
full load

System Reliability

N=3

0.9995

N=4
High reliability elements
need only a few items in
parallel for achieving a
high reliability system.

0.9990
0.9985
0.9980
0.9975
0.95

N = 2 Elements In Parallel

0.96

0.97

0.98

0.99

1

Individual Component Reliability

Figure 3: Simple Parallel System Reliability
Financial failure risk is reduce for dual or triple (or more) redundancy at the expense of more
investment. Financial outcomes and can be calculated with standard NPV calculation sheets as the
sustaining “cost” is know for each year and acquisition cost for each scenario can be estimated.
For those needing modeling/calculation assistance, the no-cost RAPTOR block diagram
software developed by the US Air Force is available for building complex reliability models
(Barringer 2004b). Data is required to drive all reliability models and a limited Weibull database
is available (Barringer 2004c), and data for reliability models should come from your own failure
database which reflects: 1) grade of equipment purchased, 2) maintenance/operating strategies
employed, and 3) organization of the database to clean the data using good practices such as
inclusion of suspended (censored) data, and identification of the data taxonomy (CCPS 1998).
An area of poor reliability lies in problems associated with
Table 2
humans for rapid response when monitoring, controlling, and
Time Available For Diagnosis
maintaining systems. The roots of failures, when broken into a
Of An Abnormal Event After
Pareto distribution, are: 38% for humans, 34% for
Control Room Annuciation
procedures/processes, and 28% for equipment. Human error
Time
Probability Of
probabilities = (number of errors)/(number of opportunities for
(minutes)
Failure (%)
error) and human error rates = (number of errors)/(total task
1
~100
duration). Table 2 shows the human probability of failure in a
10
50
control room to correctly diagnose an abnormal event—
20
10
reliabilities are obtained by taking the complement of
30
1
probabilities of failure (AIChE 2000).
This infers that
60
0.1
automation of control room functions is very important for
1500
0.01
improving system reliability. The popular, but erroneous,
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concept is humans are reliable and equipment is unreliable which leads to overemphasizing
hardware faults and underemphasizes human faults. Human unreliability is often the dominate
factor in unreliability issues.
To an engineer, most issues concerning reliability are related to things (not people)—things
that happen and things that mitigate failures. To managers, most issues concerning reliability are
related to costs—particularly the costs for loss of the process. This requires converting things
into money, which drives the need for alternatives. Seldom is the “best” engineering idea
implemented because in the real world money is scarce and the first cost is rarely the last cost as
things need constant attention and maintenance which ties all issues to life cycle costs and net
present value calculations for the time value of money.

Life Cycle Costs
Life cycle costs (LCC) refer to all costs associated with acquisition and sustaining costs for
ownership of a product or system over its full life (Fabrycky 1991), (SAE 1999). The usual figure of
merit is net present value (NPV).
NPV is a financial tool for evaluating economic value added. It is the present value of an
investment’s future net cash flows, minus the initial investment for a given discount rate hurdle. The
present values for each year of the project are summed for the net present value. Net cash flows are a
measure of a company’s financial health. Discount rates are the interest rates used in discounting
future cash flows. The discount rates include the cost of money, bank and company administration
costs, and risk costs for the lender—they are always larger than Federal Bank rates. For an entire
project, the life cycle cost number requires a positive NPV. Bigger positive NPVs are better.
Project elements cannot easily show profits/savings for each equipment component, and
decisions are made in selecting equipment based on the least negative NPV, where smaller
negative NPV is better criteria. Many improvement projects will have positive NPV along with
internal rates of return (IRR) as a second criteria insisting on higher rates of returns on many
small projects that must jump a very high hurdle to hold down the expenditure for capital
money—particularly if the company lacks access to financial money for improvements.
All LCC tasks require comparisons of alternatives—note the word alternatives is plural. In
every LCC task, conflicting issues are obvious:
• Project engineers want to minimize capital expenditures
• Accounting wants to maximize NPV
• Shareholders want to maximize dividends/share price
• Production wants to maximize uptime hours
• Maintenance engineers want to minimize repair hours
• Reliability engineers want to avoid failures
All parties want someone else to put the numbers together to justify their love affair with the
project or equipment, which justifies their decisions.
Business is about time, money, and alternatives. Time and money are both in short supply.
A single alternative is without choice and unwise because the default position is to do nothing.
The LCC concept merges time and money together to arrive at a single indicator called NPV for
each alternative. NPV numbers prioritize the projects to select the winner from the alternatives so
you buy right rather than only buying cheap.
Techniques used for finding LCC are available in training formats (Barringer 2004d).
Technical papers are available for download from the Internet as PDF files (Barringer2004e).
Making the life cycle cost calculations is easy when you have the data. The difficult effort
is how to resolve the chicken or egg dilemma for finding failure data, maintenance data, and other
details involved in the sustaining cost as the acquisition cost is usually the only accurate number
you have as it is a quotation. You need reliability engineering details to find when things die.
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Failure data and repair time data can be converted into statistical format using WinSMITH
Weibull software for use in reliability calculations. (Fulton 2004)
Few individuals claim knowledge of sustaining cost facts until someone else puts numbers
on the table—then the critics are numerous for “correcting” the proposed numbers. Follow the
scientific method: build a hypothesis for failures and their cost and then test the hypothesis.
When in doubt about the failure data or cost, make an estimate and test the estimate for validity.
Much data needed for LCC comes from operating costs (including electricity, etc.) and
maintenance records which show times between failure and repair times. These details are often
associated with the field of reliability and maintainability with a direct relationship for finding lower
life cycle costs. The cost details should also include costs for lost gross margin for outages of systems
when it is appropriate. Some of the failure data is from simple arithmetic calculations and other data
follows the preferred method from Weibull databases.
Conditions for installation, operation, and maintenance influence both failures and failure costs,
which are susceptible to equipment grades for changing the financial performance. Often Monte
Carlo computer simulations, using random numbers, are required to find cost variability for different
equipment grades.
Your can build simple, low cost Monte Carlo reliability models using software available
from the Internet which is useful for driving life cycle cost decisions. (Barringer 2004e) The
reason for building reliability models is to find where failure cost is occurring and to search for
the lowest long-term cost of ownership where system details, when priced-out, provide a clear
leading alternative for solving the problems. The reliability models show what’s affordable and
the less desirable alternatives.
Reliability models, using actual failure data and repair times, give system availability, reliability,
maintainability, and other operating system details which allow construction of costs and tradeoffs. A
clear definition of failure is important for reliability decisions and the data acquired.
If you do not have data collection systems for your failures, you will seldom make substantial
improvements in the reliability of your systems.
Reliability models provide evidence for tradeoff boxes. Engineers need graphics for
understanding what’s happening to their systems. The tradeoff box has life cycle cost on the vertical
axis and effectiveness on the horizontal axis. Effectiveness is the product of availability, reliability,
maintainability, and capability of the system to perform. Complex items become simple when you
see the results shown in Figure 4. The left hand of Figure 4 symbolizes too many failures and the
right hand of Figure 4 symbolizes too much equipment. The sweet spot lies between the extremes.

Life Cycle Cost

The High Cost Of Large
Equipment—Too Many
Outages And Too
Few Run Hours

Figure 4: Trade Off Box

The High Cost Of Small Equipment
With Too Many Redundancies
And Long Run Hours

The Sweet Spot
Where Things
Are Just Right!

Effectiveness

In The Simplest Form, Effectiveness
Could Be Availability
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What most companies need is the money and control of risk—they rarely need perfect
solutions! Life cycle cost helps provide the answers when driven by the tools of reliability
engineering. When you have concepts and features on a product or process that generate value,
the value must be quantified for inclusion in the life cycle cost model. .

Summary
A reliability policy focuses the organization toward a failure free environment to meet
management objectives for the business. Reliability engineering tools predict failures and risks
associated with certain actions. Details from the reliability analysis go into life cycle costs models for
merging engineering details into a format considering the time value of money. Life cycle concepts
rely heavily on reliability and maintainability technology issues to convert ideas into hard, engineering
facts which convert issues into a monetary values for making trade-off decisions about $Risks.
The first cost for procurement is not the last cost. Procurement cost may represent only a
small fraction of the total cost during the life of an item, and in other cases, it may be a large
portion of the total life cycle costs—general rules of thumb have much variance.
The engineering facts must be converted into financial details of NPV and IRR with a selection
of the best alternative from several courses of action. The decisions you make up front will be with
you for many years so it’s important to justify risks and improvements using the best tools available.
Without reliability details about failures, NPV are difficult to calculate for making correct
business decisions about tradeoffs with failure avoidance for reliability as a business focus.
If your owners, customers, or the general public are unhappy about reliability of your systems,
improvements must be made—that is a call for change. To get change, you must make a change. If
improvements are not voluntary and community outrage is high, trailing legislation will surely follow
in ways seldom to your advantage. Unreliability must be quantified and resolved quickly for business
purposes. Occasionally reliability begins at low levels in the organization with long incubation times
before recognizable progress is recorded; however in private enterprise, high system reliability is bestachieved top down with policy statements to quickly put the organization to work for reaching a target
in reasonable time frames.
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